Aluminium tread plate
HAOMEI Aluminium’s aluminium tread plate, known as aluminium chequered plate,
aluminium diamond plate, aluminium propeller plate and aluminium floor plate, also
our plates with opinion 5 bars ＆diamond/propeller pattern are produced in Henan
and our products has wide range of application e.g., flooring of bus, truck, Rail
Coaches and many more. At present our tread plate has two different designs: 5 bars
aluminium tread plate and aluminium diamond/propeller plate are the most popular in
the market.
Haomei aluminium tread plate-We would like to highlight our 5 bars aluminium tread
plate and Aluminium diamond plate,aluminium circle,aluminium strip,8011
aluminium sheets for caps ,Color coated aluminium coil and Aluminium plate with
good quality and competitive price.
Haomei aluminium tread plate - Buy Top Quality aluminium tread plate,Aluminum
Diamond Plate and Sheets for Sale. Also Known as Tread Plate, Checker Plate, and
Durbar Plate. Buy from Global Aluminum Diamond Plate Suppliers and Aluminum
Diamond Plate Factory,Importer,Exporter at haomei
Our Aluminium tread plate's thickness varies from 1.00 mm to 6.00 mm, length and
width from 800mm to 2200mm. For example: 6mm × 2000 × 1000, 5mm ×2400 ×
1200, 1.5mm × 100 × 1200 and 3mm × 2000 × 1500. Other sizes are available
upon
request.

Diamond Aluminium Tread Plate

Aluminium tread plate 5 bar

Aluminium tread plate Common Size
Aluminium checker/tread plate 1.5m × 3 m × 6mm thick, 1.5m × 2.5 m × 4.5mm thick.
5052 elevator aluminium checker plate & sheet 1250mm × 2500mm × 5mm, 1500mm ×
3000mm × 5mm,1000mm × 2000mm × 5mm.
3m × 1.5m Tread plate with 3mm to 4mm thick for horse trailer floor.
3003 alloy 3mm thick diamond type aluminium checker/tread plate Thickness: 1.5-12mm
Width: Up to 1500mm Length: Up to 3000mm
Floor and Stair Material aluminium Diamond Plate 1000*2000,1200*2400,1220*2440,1250*3000,1500*3000

Detailed Description

Alloy
Temper
1050, 1060, 1070, HO, H12,H14, H16,
1100, 3003, 3004, H18, H22, H24, H26,
3105, 5052, 5083, H32, H111, H112,
6061
T651 .

Pattern

Thickness

Width

Diamond bar
100mm(1 bar), 5 1.0mm-6.0mm
2200mm
bars

Packaging & Delivery
export standard, covering with brown paper and plast
Packaging Detail
ic
:
film then packed with wooden case/pallet
Delivery Detail: 30 days after receiving deposit

Application
Automobile floor, tool box, public transportation for skid-proof purpose, airplane,
light rail, vehicle steps, stair treads, elevators, etc.

Production Procedure

Model type and Application
Ordinary aluminium checker plate : based on 1000 series aluminium plate , Low

price ,
and be able to adapt to the usual environment. Often used for cold storage floor ,
machinery ,platform etc.
aluminium alloy tread plate : 3003 aluminium sheet as the mainly raw material , also
know as antirust aluminium sheet . Strength is slightly higher than ordinary aluminum
checker plate . Often used for cold storage floor , truck models , and some humid
environment .
3003-H22 aluminium checker/tread plate - The brilliant shine of aluminium Diamond
Plate adds sparkle, along with durability. AKA: aluminium Diamond Plate,
aluminium Tread Plate, Tread Bright, aluminium Floor Plate, this highly reflective,
economical product is widely used in decorative, cosmetic and architectural
applications. Having good forming, drilling and welding ability, aluminium Diamond
Plate is easy to fabricate and its raised diamond lug pattern provides good slip
resistance. Non-magnetic, Tensile = 17,000, Yield = 12,000 (+/-)
6061-T6 aluminium checker/tread plate - Strength, skid resistance, and durability are
the primary selling points of this product. Although its mill finish is not as flashy as
3003 grade, 6061 aluminium Diamond Plate is widely used for industrial applications
- flooring, loading ramps, trench covers, dock flooring, stair treads, elevator floors,
freezers floors, etc. Offering increased strength and corrosion resistance, 6061
aluminium Diamond Plate, is easy to weld and machine, but limited formability.
Non-magnetic, Tensile = 42,000, Yield = 35,000 (+/-)

Packing Pictures

Company profile
Haomei aluminium is a professional manufacturer of aluminium tread/
chequered/diamond/propeller plate which is located in the famous aluminium capital
of Zhengzhou ,Henan Porvince. We are not only produce the tread plate, but also
produce other pure aluminium and aluminium alloy sheet/coil/plate/strip/foil
products,such as Aluminium tread plate,hot rolled marine plate, Ropp caps materials,
aluminium circle/discs for
cookware and utencils and lighting, aluminium strip for transformers, aluminum
mirror sheet for reflecting and others. These products are generally applied to
air-conditioner, washing machine, refrigerator, cosmetic package, printing, building
decoration, bus floor and telecommunication cable etc fields.
We would like to highlight our 5 bars aluminium tread plate and aluminum
diamond/propeller plate for various applications with good quality and competitive
price. Haomei aluminium selld its products widely to Argentina, Australia, New
Zealand, USA, Brazil, Chile, Fiji, Mexico, Germany, UK, Italy, Czech, Saudi Arabia,
UAE, Iran, Iraq, Bangladesh, India, Sri Lanka, Viet Nam, Japan, Korea, Singapore,
Indonesia, Philippines, South Africa etc more than 50 countries.
Haomei aluminium has total annual production capacity of 200,000 metric ton
aluminium sheet, strip and foil. It is equipped with 1+4 hot tandem rolling line, 4 cold
mill production lines, and 5 foil mill production lines, and a complete complex of
fishing equipment.
Serve our Clients with Heart and Soul has always been the motto of our company.
Haomei aluminium is eager to take cooperation with all the customers from home and
abroad to create a wonderful future together!!!

History
1998 Established Haomei aluminium Co., Ltd.
1999 Completed rolling plant in Gongyi, Henan.
2000 Became the first company in Henan to manufacture hot rolled thick aluminum
plates.
2003 Began manufacturing aluminium plates for the largest ethylene tanks in Henan.
2005 Became the first company in Henan to manufacture materials for long aluminum
bottle cap.
2007 Became the first company in Henan to manufacture materials for short aluminum
bottle cap
2008 Office moved to capital of Henan—Zhengzhou city from a small town Gongyi.

Management Philosophy
Haomei advances its business by providing environmentally sound aluminum
products that contribute to the community under the guidance of our management
philosophy.

1.Haomei develops and supplies products and services that satisfy our customers in
order to enhance corporate value and contribute to improving society.
2.As a responsible corporate citizen, we work toward establishing a sustainable
society.
3.We value workers highly and seek to help them realize their full potential.
4.We demonstrate corporate integrity by operating in accordance with ethical business
standards and fully complying with prevailing laws and regulations.

Haomei principle
Haomei is determined to proceed with its business based on the following principle.
Ensure that all the employees comply with this principle and make the principle
prevail throughout the group companies. If any event against this principle should
occur, we would elucidate the cause and take action for the prevention of recurrence.

Contact Us
Haomei Industrial Co., Ltd.
Office Add: 1103.No.14 Waihuan Road, New district, Zhengzhou, China
Tel: +86-0371-65621391
Fax: +86-0371-65621393
Zip code: 450046
E-mail: alu@haomeicn.com

Website:aluminium-tread-plate.com

